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ABSTRACT:

This study has developed an experiential exhibition system of scientific cultural heritage through interactive projection mapping. A bronze mirror with fine linear design was selected as an exhibition subject considering the intuitiveness and responsiveness of research and development results. First, three-dimensional (3D) scanning was performed to construct a digital database of the original forms, and computer graphics-based 3D modeling was also performed to build exhibition materials and 3D printed objects. Furthermore, objective scenarios were created based on a traditional science experience, understanding the present bronze mirror, and processes of restoring the corroded original bronze mirror through modern conservation science. The technique selected to implement the scientific content of bronze mirror as media art in this study is interactive projection mapping. Moreover, a large 3D printing of bronze mirror was installed at the center of the exhibition space to allow users and all viewers to concurrently engage in scientific cultural heritage content. Simultaneous projection mapping on the front and rear of the printed bronze mirror model enhanced 3D effects and the immersion of the content. To construct an interactive space connecting the virtual and reality, ore, mold, bronze mirror replicas, 3D printing outputs, and cultural products used in the process of producing bronze mirrors were exhibited to make the exhibit more intuitive for visitors. This interactive projection mapping-based scientific and cultural exhibition of the bronze mirror is an experiential exhibition system which combines traditional science, modern conservation science, and future exhibition technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many countries around the world have excellent scientific cultural heritage and heritage content development and exhibitions are also relatively active, focusing on science museums and art museums. However, existing exhibitions of scientific cultural heritage mainly use one-way communication using sound and video, which has a limited ability to attract viewer’s interest or to immerse them. The one-way delivery of the exhibition content is insufficient to promote understanding of the science and technology of cultural heritage and may degrade visitor attraction and economic efficiency compared to investment cost in the long term.

Exhibitions of media art that combine digital technology and culture content have recently drawn attention along with the rapid development of the IT industry. Unlike existing exhibitions that are unilaterally appreciated, this media art can enhance interaction with visitors and diversity of content through the transformation of culture and art objects. As a result, museums, art galleries, and science museums are actively utilizing media arts as a new exhibition technique (Krautsack, 2011; Yun et al., 2013; Nofal et al., 2018; Yamazoe et al., 2018).

Through interactive projection mapping, this study has developed an experiential exhibition system that enables visitors to intuitively understand the production process, corrosion mechanisms, scientific analyses, and conservation treatment processes of scientific cultural heritage (Jo et al., 2018). Among various materials and forms of scientific cultural heritage, a bronze mirror with fine linear design was selected as an exhibition subject considering the intuitiveness and responsiveness of research and development results. In other words, the convergence of the traditional science related to the production of bronze mirrors and the modern science that restores its function as a mirror is the core of this scientific and cultural exhibition.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF SCIENTIFIC CULTURAL HERITAGE CONTENT

The bronze mirror was selected as a subject for scientific and cultural exhibition because it contains many convergent elements that can be utilized in media art exhibitions, including scientific, technological, engineering, mathematical, and artistic elements. In particular, a bronze mirror with fine linear design is one of the representative artifacts of Korea, and its reflectivity and sharpness are comparable to that of a modern mirror. Approximately 13,000 straight lines and concentric circles are drawn on a mirror about 20 cm in diameter, and the production techniques are a heritage mystery. However, as most bronze mirrors exhibited in the museum are corroded, visitors are often unable to recognize their functions. Accordingly, the technological process of producing and restoring the mirror’s original form through modern conservation science are very suitable as scientific scenarios.

Figure 1. Computer graphics-based 3D modeling of the bronze mirror with fine linear design
In this study, historical, art historic, and scientific data on bronze mirrors were collected and objective scenarios were created based on this data in order to increase the reliability of the content of scientific cultural heritage. Furthermore, three-dimensional (3D) scanning was performed to construct a digital database of the original forms. The study used a high-resolution optical scanner to create 3D models to which various rendering techniques were applied due to the fine linear design on the surfaces of the bronze mirror, which is currently managed in the Korean Christian Museum at Soongsil University. Particularly, computer graphics-based 3D modeling was also performed to build exhibition materials and 3D printed objects (Figure 1).

The third step is the process of restoring the corroded original bronze mirror through modern cultural heritage conservation science technology (Figure 3). For this purpose, the visitor performs a scientific investigation with a microscope for interaction purposes and then experiences scientific conservation treatments, such as cleaning, joining, and consolidating. Once these missions are completed, finally, the historical content related to the prehistoric age is shown through the surface of the bronze mirror which restored the original form, and this gives a comprehensive understanding of the culture of the time.

4. EXHIBITION SYSTEM AND SPACE DESIGN

One of the important elements in science exhibition for the bronze mirror is to build a multi-sensory exhibition system and space design that can induce visitor immersion. The technique selected to implement the scientific content of bronze mirror as media art in this study is interactive projection mapping (Krautsack, 2011; Grundhöfer and Iwai, 2018; Guo et al., 2018). This technique makes it possible for users to intuitively understand the traditional science of the bronze mirror and the modern conservation science by interacting with the viewer’s motion recognition in accordance with the content utilization method.

Moreover, a large 3D printing of bronze mirror was installed at the center of the exhibition space to allow users and all viewers to concurrently engage in scientific cultural heritage content. The 3D printing method is material extrusion using PLA and the size is about 1 m. In particular, through the interaction of motion recognition, DID, and the projector, the scientific cultural heritage content is projected onto the printed bronze mirror model. That is, when a user’s instructions are input with the guidance of the DID, special effects are displayed together with various content, and this allows users to experience various step-by-step missions related to traditional science and modern conservation science. Simultaneous projection mapping on the front and rear of the printed bronze mirror model enhanced 3D effects and the immersivity of the content (Figure 3).

The most important consideration in the design of the exhibition space is to construct an interactive space connecting the virtual
and reality and to acquire immersion and objective information related to the content (Figure 4). For this purpose, ore, mold, bronze mirror replicas, 3D printing models, and cultural products used in the process of producing bronze mirrors were exhibited to make the exhibit more intuitive for visitors. In addition, making film and various rendering images related to bronze mirrors for research and development process were constructed to enhance the understanding of scientific cultural heritage content.

Figure 4. Space design of scientific exhibition system for the bronze mirror

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study established scientific and cultural exhibition content that enables one to easily and intuitively understand scientific elements, such as production, corrosion, analysis, and conservation treatment processes of the bronze mirror. The combination of a potentially abstruse science exhibition focusing on principles and theories and media art with strong visual effects led the audience to active participation. It also developed an immersive presentation system to bring the exhibition platform to new heights.

This interactive projection mapping-based scientific and cultural exhibition of the bronze mirror is an experiential exhibition system which combines traditional science, modern conservation science, and future exhibition technology; hence it is highly valuable as a source technology. Particularly, it can be used as an important platform for expanding from museum exhibitions centered on ancient history and art history to scientific cultural heritage. In addition, bronze mirrors have excellent global universality, and thus, the exhibition can be extended to East Asian and European markets. It will also provide ample opportunities for Korea to encourage the popularization of its scientific and cultural heritage and take a leap into becoming a content powerhouse.
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